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Identity is an ever unfinished conversation.

Stuart Hall

introduction
National culture and citizenship are foundational concepts to the construction of nation-states.
As history tells us, though, constructing a truly national citizenry involves a long and often
arduous process. In cases such as France, Weber (1976) shows how processes of moderniza-
tion helped to create a French, national citizenry in the countryside. Other cases such as Ire-
land show how competing conceptions of identity can come into bloody conflict with hege-
monic, national cultures. In essence, the relationship between national culture–shared values
and beliefs–and citizenship–the encoding of national identity into law–depends on having a
citizenry that believes itself to be part of an “imagined community” (Anderson 1983).

But in a world where individuals have the ability tomove from one nation to another, newly
arrived groups at the social periphery generally do not instantly become a part of this dominant
culture. Instead, these groups often lie at the periphery of the dominant group (the social core).
This paper will focus on one specific instance of social core-periphery relations: the relation-
ship between immigrants (the periphery group) and natives (the core group) in the early 20th
century United States. Whether periphery members assimilate into the dominant national cul-
ture depends on whether these new groups wish to join the dominant, national group and on
the social core’s willingness to accept these new groups into their own. The core puzzle, then,
can be stated as follows: how do groups on the social periphery assimilate into the social core
of a nation? Within the context of this paper, how did immigrants, who were considered as
not-quite-American in the early 20th century, become Americans?

Building on a rich literature within history and the social sciences, I argue that individ-
ual participation in military service can be a powerful force of assimilation of periphery group
members into the social core (Allport 1954; Weber 1976; King 2000; Sambanis, Skaperdas, and
Wohlforth 2015; Gerstle 2017). From the literature, I derive three core (but non-exhaustive)
mechanisms through which military service can shape the assimilation of immigrants. First,
military service could lead to direct inculcation of immigrants by impressing upon them their
new host countries values. Second, military service could also spur assimilation by reduc-
ing feelings of animosity between immigrants and native-born individuals through intense in-
tergroup contact and socialization. Finally, military service can also increase assimilation by
demonstrating an immigrant’s commitment to his new host country thereby creating greater
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acceptance among the native-born population.1 Together, all three mechanisms suggest that
military service should help to drive immigrant assimilation.

To test the argument, I focus on the case of the United States’ involvement in World War I
(1917-1918)–a period that rapidly followed the end of the Age of Mass Migration. This period
saw a massive influx of European immigration largely of Italians, Germans, and Eastern Euro-
peans into the United States (Abramitzky, Boustan, and Eriksson 2012, 2014). Though we now
consider these groups to be “white Americans” today, the Irish, Italians, Jews, and Germans
were only one step up above African Americans in the American racial hierarchy at the time.
Given that these ethnic groups were on the cultural periphery, studying them in the context of
the First Great War provides as close to an ideal case as possible in terms of their assimilation
patterns with respect to war service. This context is also useful from an inferential perspective.
The exogenous timing with respect to birth cohorts facilitates using an instrumental variables
strategy for causal identification. Together, these features make this case useful both substan-
tively and empirically.

Using both an ordinary least squares (OLS) and instrumental variables (IV) strategy paired
with newly digitized, individual-level data on all immigrants living in the United States in 1930,
I find that first-generation, male immigrants who served in the military during World War I
(WWI) were more likely to marry native-born women and become naturalized citizens–two
costly, behavioral proxies for assimilation. In substantive terms, the estimates suggest that ser-
vice in WWI generated approximately 1.2 million more marriages with native-born individuals
and nearly 2 million more naturalized citizens. OLS results are robust to the inclusion of birth
year fixed effects, year of immigration fixed effects, ethnic group fixed effects, and county fixed
effects in addition to alternative estimation strategies including exact matching, coarsened ex-
act matching, and sub-classification. Furthermore a formal sensitivity analysis of the key iden-
tifying assumption behind the OLS results, that military service is “as-if ” random within birth
year, year of immigration, ethnic group, and county, suggests that the OLS estimates are insen-
sitive to potential unobserved confounders. Moreover, I also pursue an IV empirical strategy
that leverages the exogenous timing of the war in producing differential enlistment variation
across cohorts. Using this variation as an instrumental variable, I find that the results remain
substantively and statistically significant. Finally to assuage concerns over the validity of the
exclusion restriction for IV designs, I also use a placebo test, which suggests that, if anything,

1Throughout the rest of this paper, I use native-born to refer to white citizens who are beyond second gen-
eration immigration status. The use of this term has inherent limitations to it with respect to the experiences of
the pre-existing indigenous population as well as the black population at the time. In this respect, the type of
assimilation (described in further detail below) is “racialized” in this sense.
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the IV strategy underestimates the causal effect of military service. Together, the data and re-
sults show that military service seems to produce meaningful levels of immigrant assimilation
into American national culture.

Heterogeneity across ethnic groups paints a rich picture of the diversity of experiences that
came out of this homogenizing, common force. While the results suggest that military service
seems to have a relatively even effect across European ethnic groups with respect to marriage
patterns, less assimilated groups such as the Italians and Eastern Europeans/Jews were more
likely to become naturalized in response to military service than more assimilated groups at
the time such as the Irish and Germans. These results are consistent with a rich literature in
sociology, which denotes that immigrant assimilation is segmented into stages rather than a
monotonic process (Gordon 1964; Portes and Zhou 1993).

Though a large literature tends to treat ethnic, national, and political identities as largely
static, this paper builds on the field of “whiteness” studies to show the intimate role of the
state in shaping the transformation of immigrants–who were considered less than white in a
cultural sense—into white Americans (Ignatiev 1995; Roediger 1999; King 2000; Guglielmo
2003; Fouka, Mazumder, and Tabellini 2018). Though much of this literature tends to focus on
the way in which intergroup contact shapes immigrants’ sense of white, American identity, I
draw on the state-building and nationalism literatures to show how the state has a particularly
important role in shaping the boundaries of white identity (Weber 1976; Gellner 1983; Hobs-
bawm 1990; King 2000; Wimmer 2017). In particular, I show thatmassmobilization for warfare
has played a fundamental role in helping individuals at the social periphery to assimilate into
the social core. While the classic insight from works that highlight the relationship between
warfare and the state is that mass mobilization for warfare can be conducive to state-building
(Tilly 1990; Bensel 1990), progressive institutions (Scheve and Stasavage 2012, 2016; Scheidel
2017), and democracy (Levi 1997; Ferejohn and Rosenbluth 2016), this paper shows that this
phenomenon runs much deeper: mass mobilization for warfare can fundamentally reshape
our social identities. In this respect, this paper builds on Sambanis, Skaperdas, and Wohlforth
(2015) who argue that warfare can increase national identification among the general populace.
This study, however, places the focus on the direct effect of the military itself rather than the
overall context of war. These themes also connects to the broader way in which the military,
though one of the most conservative institutions, can also provide opportunities for minority
groups to achieve social and political equality (Klinkner and Smith 1999; Parker 2010; Samii
2013; Stahl 2017). At the same time, however, other studies in different contexts show how mil-
itary experience can actually lead to more violence and stratification suggesting the need for
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more work on when mobilization for war does and does not reduce stratification in societies
(Jha and Wilkinson 2012; Grossman, Manekin, and Miodownik 2015).

This paper also contributes to our understanding of the politics of immigration and as-
similation, a topic of contemporary importance given the rising tension between natives and
immigrants in the Western world (Hopkins 2010; Hainmueller and Hangartner 2013; Halla,
Wagner, and Zweimuller 2017). While Adida, Laitin, and Valfort (2016) show that immigrants
can get trapped in a “discriminatory equilibrium”, I argue that the state has a key role to play in
breaking this equilibrium. In line with the idea that the state has an important role in helping
immigrants to assimilate into their respective nations, Hainmueller, Hangartner, and Pietran-
tuono (2017) and Hainmueller, Hangartner, and Pietrantuono (2015) find that the process of
acquiring citizenship can break down barriers to, at least, the political incorporation of immi-
grants into a polity. This study suggests, however, a much less desirable way through which
we can achieve not only political incorporation, but also social and cultural incorporation of
immigrants. These results show that military service might be one way in which to achieve
assimilation beyond political incorporation, though this obviously raises a number of trou-
bling normative issues. In related work, Mazumder (2018a) shows how mass mobilization for
war might be a unique force in creating national identity by showing that schooling, another
nation-building institution hypothesized by classic works such as Hobsbawm (1990), seems to
have a precise null effect on the formation of national identity among both immigrants and
native-born citizens both historically and today. Moreover, Fouka (2016) shows how language
policies aimed at homogenizing and assimilating immigrants can actually backfire. In short,
the state certainly has a role to play in assimilation immigrants into a nation, but the context in
which this might happen at a large-scale suggests an irony in the process of immigrant assimi-
lation: cultural incorporation of immigrants may come at the highest price.2

Despite finding evidence thatmilitary service induces assimilation intowhite American cul-
ture, this is not to say that such assimilation is necessarily desirable in a normative sense. The
type of assimilation documented in this paper suggests that the process of Americanization
largely revolved around removing diversity instead of celebrating it. Moreover if military ser-
vice is a key assimilating institution, then this suggests that assimilation might also be highly
gendered so long as militaries are gendered. By empirically showing the possibility of military
service to shape immigrant assimilation, this article opens up and calls for further research into
the precise mechanisms linking military service to assimilation as well as the conditions under
which militaries can and cannot assimilate a diverse population.

2Recent work by Adida, Lo, and Izama (Forthcoming) shows that natives’ attitudes toward immigrants can
change without state intervention through empathy and perspective-taking.
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national identity, whiteness, and assimilation in histor-
ical perspective
Scholars have spilled much ink over the origins and nature of national identity. These theories
tend to fall into two broad themes. The first emphasizes the central role of modernization, and
in particular, the development of mass schooling and diffusion of capitalist economies in driv-
ing the development of national identity (Weber 1976; Anderson 1983; Hobsbawm 1990; Laitin
1992; Spruyt 1996). In this set of stories, mass education and markets provide opportunities
for individuals of different ethnic groups to interact, for elites to inculcate their conception of
national identity, and for individuals to adopt a common language. Though education and the
development of market institutions have been central to state and nation-building efforts, We-
ber (1976) also notes the role of the military in creating a sense of national identity. I develop
this idea in more detail in the following section.

In contrast to this set of theories, other scholars emphasize the exclusionary basis of national
identity construction (Morgan 1975; Marx 1997; Smith 1999; King 2000; Marx 2005). These
theories suggest that national identity only takes meaning when there are clear groups that can
be excluded from that “imagined community.” When looking across the United States, South
Africa, and Brazil, race and ethnicity takes center stage in forming the exclusionary basis of
national identity. But race and ethnicity need not be the only bases for exclusion. Marx (2005)
highlights how religion served as a foundation for national identity in Europeanhistory through
defining European national identity within the boundaries of religious communities.

Before exploring the meaning of national identity in the American context, it will be useful
to lay out precisely what I mean by the terms national identity formation, assimilation, and
incorporation–concepts which I will use interchangeably in this paper. National identity for-
mation, to borrow from Anderson (1983), is a process that consists of an individual forming
an attachment with some common community (ie, nation). In the social psychology literature,
this process of attaching one’s identity to a common ingroup generally entails de-emphasizing
other parochial identities such as race, ethnicity, or religion and valuing some national identity
that supersedes these other identities (Gaertner et al. 1989; Charnysh, Lucas, and Singh 2015).

Within the context of American history, national identity has been explicitly and implicitly
tied up with race, ethnicity, and, specifically, “whiteness” (Gordon 1964; Ignatiev 1995; Smith
1999; King 2000). As the sociologist Milton Gordon points out, assimilation into American
culture has primarily taken the form of “Anglo-conformity” in which new groups assimilate
into white, Anglo-Saxon culture rather than other forms of assimilation such as the “melting
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pot” whereby natives also take components of the identity of new groups in creating a revised
national identity (Gordon 1964). This core idea can be seen simply by interrogating the depths
of American history.3 Though, today, we consider individuals of Irish, Italian, and European
heritage to be white Americans in the United States, this was not always the case. For much
of American history, intergroup relations has been structured as a hierarchy of ethnicity with
whites of Anglican-Saxon heritage at the top of theAmerican ethno-racial hierarchy and groups
such the Germans, Irish, Italians, and African Americans respectively down each rung of this
ladder.4 Eventually, European, immigrant groups have more or less given up their ethnic iden-
tities, exchanged them for the “American” national identity, and are now viewed as essentially
assimilated into American culture. How did this happen?

Though much of contemporary political science tends to treat idea of whiteness and Amer-
ican identity as relatively fixed, scholars have provided a number of perspectives on this ques-
tion. Ignatiev (1995) provides a relational theory that emphasizes how the presence of a lower
status group can push the groups slightly above that low status group to engage in discrimi-
nation against groups at the bottom of the social hierarchy so as to become accepted by the
groups at the top. In describing how the “Irish became white”, Ignatiev (1995) notes how the
Irish systematically discriminated against African Americans in their efforts to advance up the
American racial ladder in an effort to become “American” in the eyes of natives. The idea
that exclusion as a basis for a common identity is not limited to just immigrant groups arriving
throughout the 19th and 20th century–Morgan (1975) andMarx (1997, 2005) both note how ex-
clusion on the basis of race or religion have been central to the foundations of national identity.
Broadly speaking, this perspective traces the advancement of ethnic groups up the American
ethno-racial hierarchy as a process borne out of intergroup relations.

What these perspectives tend to overlook, however, is the important role of the state as
an independent force in shaping both the desire for ethnic groups to assimilate into the social
core and the willingness of those in the social core to accept groups from the outside. Across
a wide swath of literature in political science, scholars demonstrate how the state and its insti-
tutions play a crucial role in shaping a wide range of outcomes such as economic prosperity,
inequality, and civil conflict. Particularly, the state plays a major role in shaping the bound-
aries of identity. For example, scholars show that the act of counting and classifying ethnic
groups through censuses play a major role in shaping how individuals think of themselves and

3Even from the founding of the United States, ideas of American identity and citizenship relied on ensuring
that white identity was synonymous with American identity (Morgan 1975).

4In contemporary, public opinion research, for example, survey researchers ask individualswhether they agree
with the statement that, “Irish, Italian, Jewish, and many other minorities overcame prejudice and worked their
way up. Blacks should do the same without any special favors” (Kinder and Sanders 1996).
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how they might antagonize out-groups (Kertzer and Arel 2002; Hochschild and Powell 2008;
Lieberman and Singh 2017). Others show how language and homogenization policies can also
lead individuals to hold onto or abandon their identities (Laitin 1992; Fouka 2016; Dehdari
and Gehring 2017). Furthermore, states can also enforce racial hierarchies through coercion
and social policy (Marx 1997; Katznelson 2014; Acharya, Blackwell, and Sen 2016; Mazumder
2016). The upshot from this literature is that wemight suspect that the state could play a crucial
role in the process of not only enforcing racial hierarchies, but facilitating certain groups to ad-
vance up it. Despite highlighting the important role of the state in shaping identity formation,
much of these studies tend to miss the ways in which even more fundamental features of the
modern state such as war-making can also transform identities of its citizens (Tilly 1990). It
is also important to note that the process of assimilation into the social core is not necessarily
normatively desirable. The transformation of ethnic identity into a broader national identity
synonymous with white, Anglo-Saxon Americans is about dealing with diversity by removing
it (King 2000). In the following section, I lay out a theory of the way in which participation in
mass warfare can lead individuals at the social periphery to assimilate into the social core of a
polity.

how military service leads to cultural assimilation
In this section, I draw on diverse literatures across political science, history, sociology, and
economics to develop and formalize a theory of how participation in mass warfare can lead
immigrants to assimilate from the social periphery into the social core of America. To briefly
summarize the theory, I argue that individuals from the social periphery–in this paper, I con-
sider the case of immigrants in the United States during the Age of Mass Migration–who serve
in the military will be more likely to assimilate into the social core of a nation. This can happen
through a variety ofmechanisms including direct inculcation, intergroup contact/socialization,
and increased acceptance. This theory suggest that the process of mass mobilization for war-
fare and particularly military service, though incredibly deleterious with respect to human life,
might lead to the cultural incorporation of marginalized groups within a polity by fundamen-
tally changing social identities.

Inculcation

First, military service might change the preferences of immigrants through direct inculcation.
While individuals may learn their sense of national identity formally during schooling (Hob-
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sbawm 1990) or casually through their interaction with the banalities of life in a nation-state
(Anderson 1983; McNamara 2015), there are very few institutions like the military where indi-
viduals have the importance of national identity impressed upon them. These individuals are
constantly exposed to the symbols of the American state and its dominant culture such as the
American flag (Kalmoe and Gross 2016; Levendusky, Forthcoming), common language (Laitin
1992), and the propaganda associated with a war effort (Yanagizawa-Drott 2014; Cantoni et al.
2017)–all of which have the ability to shift immigrants servicemen to want to become more
assimilated. Moreover, the process of military training involves stripping individuals of their
pre-existing identities and building them up into soldiers willing to go to great lengths for their
nation. For instance, Captain Ralston Flemming–the head intelligence officer at Camp Jack-
son in South Carolina, noted in a memo to President Woodrow Wilson that “It has been our
purpose to endeavor to impress a spirit of enthusiastic militant Americanism upon these men
and so far we have been very successful” (Flemming 1918). If this type of inculcation noted
by Captain Flemming was instituted systematically, then we should expect military service to
induce cultural assimilation by fundamentally shifting the preferences of immigrants to want
to become Americans.

Socialization

Second, military service could also change immigrants’ preferences for assimilation through
socialization and intergroup contact. This mechanism lies at the heart of Weber (1976)’s ac-
count of the ways in which rural peasants in France gained their French national identity. Es-
sentially, the military can reshape immigrants identity by exposing them to a wide variety of
individuals especially natives who they would have otherwise notmet or interacted with. Given
that most socialization in the military would occur with white, natives, then we should expect
immigrants to converge in their identities toward white, natives following standard models of
socialization in the economics literature (Bisin and Verdier 2001). Moreover, the military is a
ripe setting for intergroup contact to make immigrants feel closer to natives since the vast ma-
jority of individuals interact on an equal footing with each other and are required to cooperate
with each other given battlefield objectives (Allport 1954; Pettigrew 1998; Wilcox 2011; Jha 2013;
Samii 2013; Lowe 2017). Recounting the experience of the 306th Infantry, the divisional his-
torian noted that “All civilian associations were to be severed and a new comradeship, based
on the men’s experiences in the Regiment in peace and war, fostered, so that there might be
borne into civilian life after the war a greater understanding of democracy” (Sterba 2003). In
short, the U.S. military did seem to recognize the value of generating new connections between
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immigrants and native-bornmen so as to push immigrants to adopt their host country’s values.

Acceptance

While preferences, to some degree, drive the demand for assimilation, we must also take into
account natives’ willingness to accept immigrants into their social group. That is, assimilation
is fundamentally a relational phenomenon thereby requiring natives to reciprocate in their will-
ingness to accept individuals from the social periphery into the social core. Whywouldmilitary
service lead natives to become more accepting of immigrant veterans? Given that military ser-
vice is perhaps one of the costly actions an individual can take in service of his nation, natives
might becomemore accepting of immigrant veterans after observing this cost. Within the logic
of standard signaling models in game theory, this cost, then, should create a separating equi-
librium in which natives are more likely to accept immigrants who pay this cost to signal their
willingness to join the social core of white Americans. This notion of the way in which immi-
grants paid their cost of assimilation throughmilitary service was enshrined in both law (Wong
2008) and in broader American culture (King 2005). Immigrant communities in the early 20th
Century had hoped that immigrant service in the war would demonstrate their commitment to
their new countries. TheAmericanHebrew, discussing the role of immigrants in the war effort,
wrote that “The close association of our Jewish soldiers with their Gentile comrades will help
bring about that appreciation of the Jewish character, bravery and undaunted patriotism which
will tend towards a complete disappearance of the last traces of racial prejudice.” Thus, military
service could have also shaped the assimilation of immigrant groups by shifting native-born
individuals willingness to accept immigrants into their society.

the age of mass migration, world war i, and the united
states
To test the theory, I focus on the case of the United States during World War I. While one could
plausibly test this theory across a variety of different settings especially in Western Europe,
I argue that this setting is useful for a number of reasons. First, the timing of World War I
intersected a massive period of migration into the United States over the course of the late
19th into the early 20th century. This supply of immigrants creates variation in the ability of
immigrants to assimilate intoAmerican society and variation across ethnic groups in the degree
to which some groups might have already assimilated. Second, World War I was, in many
respects, the first war in which there was mass mobilization of the populace especially with
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Figure 1: Pct. Foreign Born in the United States, 1850-1940
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Figure 2: Pct. European Immigrants across the United States, 1910
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regard to military recruitment.5 Given the emphasis on the importance of mass mobilization
for nation and state-building in the historical and comparative literatures,WorldWar I presents
a useful case since it is emblematic of these features. These factors, then, make the case of the
United States’ experience during World War I an ideal setting in which to test this theory.6

Many refer to the United States as a nation of immigrants and Figure 1 partially confirms
this notion. Over the time period 1850-1940, Figure 1 shows that the percent foreign born pop-
ulation increases rapidly from 1850 from just under 10 percent of the population up to around
14 percent of the population during the periods. Though migration clearly is important in the
aggregate, these national-level trends obscure ethnic and geographic variation as well. Some of
the earlier European groups such as the British, Irish, and Germans tended to settle during the
first half of theAge ofMassMigrationwhile newer groups such as the Italians, Jews, and Eastern
Europe arrived in the later periods. Except for the South, Figure 2 shows that European immi-

5Of course, the U.S. Civil War also represented a period of mass mobilization in the context of internal con-
flict. Bensel (1990) describes the uneven nature of military recruitment and organization particularly between the
Union and Confederacy.

6Of course, the imposition of the Quota System in 1921 is important for interpreting this context. I return to
this in more detail when discussing the results.
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grants dispersed throughout the country particularly in areas like the Northeast, Midwest, and
the West. Over time, immigrants tended to assimilate into American society–though, at vary-
ing rates across time and space (Abramitzky, Boustan, and Eriksson 2014, 2017).7 In short, the
mass wave of immigration and the varying degrees of assimilation that subsequently followed
the arrival of immigrants created conditions ripe for the group-level and structural factors to
shape the transition of immigrants into Americans.

One such factor that I explore in this paper is the way in which World War I created struc-
tural conditions both conducive to cultural incorporation of immigrants and harmful for cer-
tain groups such as Germans. As mentioned before, World War I was one of the first modern
conflicts with respect to its sheer scale of mobilization. Starting in 1914 in continental Europe,
the United States spent much of the war articulating a non-interventionist position. It was
only until Germany began a policy of unrestricted submarine warfare against shipping lines
between the United States and Great Britain, which essentially forced President Woodrow Wil-
son’s hand into joining the war–the timing of which was exogenous to the domestic conditions
in the United States. Soon after declaring war against Germany and the Central Powers, the
United States instituted multiple waves of compulsory military service ultimately leading the
United States to have over four million men serving in the war. Despite the rise in discrim-
ination against Germans during this time period, Fouka (2017) shows that Germans actually
increased their efforts at assimilation by giving their children more American sounding names
and by filingmore petitions for citizenship. Though this political context is important, I explore
how the direct participation in thewar effort shaped assimilation patterns and then explore how
this context might have differentially affected a variety of different ethic groups.

research design and results
The theory suggests that immigrant men who serve in the military should become more assim-
ilated into American society and culture. This requires evaluating the counter-factual claim of
what would have happened to an individual had he not served in World War I. To assess this, I
use two different strategies. First, I estimate a series OLS regressions that use rich information
on background covariates to allow for the use of birth year, year of immigration, ethnic group,
and geographic fixed effects. Second, I use an instrumental variables design inspired by Cam-
pante and Yanagizawa-Drott (2015) that leverages the interaction of an individual’s birth cohort
with respect to the timing of the war. For both strategies, I also show that they are robust to

7Abramitzky, Boustan, and Eriksson (2012) show that the individuals who did decide to migrate tended to be
low-skilled and that their returns to migration were actually quite low.
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estimation strategies and deviations from the key identifying assumptions. With these iden-
tification strategies, I use individual-level data from the 1930 U.S. Census–the first census to
record WWI veteran-status–to assess the degree to which military service among immigrants
led to their assimilation into American society.

Data and Estimation

To test the relationship between war experience and cultural assimilation, I primarily rely on
individual-level data from the 1930 decennial U.S. Census. While ideally one would use the
full service records for all males who either volunteered or were conscripted into the military
during WW1, these records were unfortunately destroyed in a fire at the U.S. National Archives
in 1973. As a next best data source, I utilize the 1930 U.S. Census, which is the first census to
collect data on an individual’s service in WWI. These individual-level censuses are a rich and
largely untapped source of data in political science. The decennial census contains a wealth
of information including an individual’s nativity, education, occupation, and residence among
a whole host of other variables. For this paper, I extract a 20% random sample of all males
who indicate that they were born abroad (first-generation immigrants).8 As one might notice,
veteran status itself is measured post-treatment, which could induce bias into any statistical
analyses. Importantly, the casualty rate for Americans was fortunately quite low (≈ 100, 000

or around 0.2% of all infantry). Since these rates were so low, it is unlikely that non-random
variation in casualty rates could induce any substantial bias into these results. In sum, the gran-
ularity of this data and the large sample size allows me to study heterogeneous effects by ethnic
groups and across outcomes while conserving sufficient power for the instrumental variables
strategy.

War Service: The primary independent variable of interest is whether a male of foreign
nativity served in themilitary duringWWI.One point to note is that thismeasure only captures
those individuals who survived the war. Because casualties are plausibly exogenous and since
the overall casualty rate was actually quite low (around 4%), this issue should not significantly
threaten any inferences. Overall, the mobilization rate among immigrants was approximately
6%. Figure 3 plots the distribution of the county-level mobilization rate by state. While there
seems to be very little variation across states, there does seem to be substantial geographic
variation across counties within states. To account for this, the main estimating equations will

8I choose a 20% to make sure that I include individuals from enough counties across the United States so as to
be able to reliable include county fixed effects. One could use the entire population data from the census though
this would become computationally quite expensive.
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Figure 3: World War I Mobilization by State among Immigrants
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rely on county fixed effects so as to only compare individuals within a given county in a certain
state.

Cultural Assimilation: The primary dependent variable of interest is the degree to which
male, immigrants are able to culturally assimilate into the social core–in this case, mainstream,
American society. This, of course, is quite a broad concept; moreover given the lack of fine-
grained survey data during this time, it is impossible to quantitatively know how immigrants
perceived their social identity. Instead, I rely on two key behavioralmeasures that I canmeasure
during this time period: marriage to native-born vs. immigrants and actual naturalization. I
explain the logic for each measure below.

Marriage: Marriage is both an expression of love and one’s own social identity. A wealth
of research across the social sciences shows how preferences over social groups shape marriage
patterns across race, class, and partisanship (Fisman et al. 2008; Alford et al. 2011; Banerjee
et al. 2013; Anderson et al. 2014; Huber and Malhotra 2016). If marriage is one way through
which groups reify their social identities, then intermarriage–or marriage with someone out-
side one’s own ethnic group–indicates processes consistent with weakening one’s own ethnic
identity in favor of a broader national identity. At the same time, inter-ethnic marriages also
reflect social acceptance of these groups in a way much deeper than words alone. In other
words, intermarriage across ethnic groups represents the “final stage of assimilation” (Gor-
don 1964). Not only is marriage important as an expression of one’s own social identity, but it
also socializes future generations into particular world views (Bisin, Topa, and Verdier 2004;
Davenport 2016). Among children with inter-ethnic marriages, we should then expect assim-
ilation to persist through the intergenerational transmission of these weaker ethnic identities
in favor of more national ones (Bisin and Verdier 2001; Bisin, Topa, and Verdier 2004). Finally
in the context of the early 20th century United States, rates of inter-ethnic marriage were quite
low reflecting the vast potential for military service to propagate cultural assimilation through
marriage markets (Pagnini and Morgan 1990; Roland G. Fryer 2007).

Naturalization: While petitions for citizenship capture an immigrant’s demand for polit-
ical assimilation, naturalization itself reflects both demand from the immigrant’s perspective
and the dominant group’s willingness to accept that immigrant into society. Not only does
citizenship represent state-sanctioned political assimilation, but it can also be a catalyst for fur-
ther political and social integration (Hainmueller, Hangartner, and Pietrantuono 2015, 2017).
Given the importance of naturalization in the overall process of assimilation, I create an indica-
tor from the 1930 U.S. Census reflecting whether an immigrant male was a naturalized citizen.
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Identification Strategy 1: Selection-on-Observables

First, I pursue an OLS estimation strategy that uses a “selection-on-observables” assumption to
recover the causal effect ofmilitary service duringWWI on the assimilation of immigrants. The
key assumption behind this empirical strategy is that, conditional on observable characteristics,
military service should be plausibly exogenous. To make this assumption tenable, I include
fixed effects for birth year, year of immigration, ethnic group, and county. Thus, this strategy
assumes that within birth year, year of immigration, ethnic group, and county, military service
is seemingly exogenous.

A key threat to this empirical strategy is that immigrants might voluntarily enlist in the
military because they already feel assimilated to begin with. If this is the case, then a strategy
that relies on a conditional exogeneity assumption would be upward biased. It could also be,
however, that the social returns tomilitary service in terms of status and prestige could actually
lead those who are most discriminated against to begin with to enlist in the military as a way to
improve their social standing. Empirically, Fouka (2017) and Mazumder (2018b) show across
both the case of WWI and the U.S. Civil War that immigrants who are more discriminated
against tend to be more likely to enlist in the military. This selection process suggests that this
strategy would be downward biased instead. Thus, it is important to ensure that the results
are insensitive to deviations from the selection-on-observables assumption no matter which
direction the bias goes. As a result, I also use a formal sensitivity analysis of this assumption and
show that the results are robust to even large deviations from the core identifying assumption.

With this strategy, I estimate equations of the following form in the overall sample of first-
generation males in addition to subgroup analysis across the Irish, Italians, Eastern Europeans,
and Germans:

Yi,e,b,c,yr = βVeti,e,b,c,yr + ΛEe + ΓBb +ΘCc + ΩY ryr + ϵi,e,b,c,yr (1)

The key coefficient of interest is β, which represents the difference in means between WWI
veterans versus non-veterans on outcome Y (marriage with native-born and naturalization).
To flexibly account for observable factors, I include fixed effects for ethnic group ΛEe, birth
cohort ΓBb, county ΘCc, and year of arrival to the U.S. ΩY ryr.9 Thus, all comparisons are
within ethnic group, birth cohort, county, and year of arrival. Finally, ϵi,e,b,c,yr represents a
population error term with standard errors on coefficients corrected for heteroskedasticity.

OLS Results
9Ethnic groups are defined as Irish, Italian, Eastern European/Russian, German, and other (baseline category).
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Table 1: Effect of WWI Veteran Status on Cultural Assimilation: Ordinary Least Squares

Spouse Native Naturalized
(1) (2)

WWI Veteran 0.151∗∗∗ 0.257∗∗∗
(0.002) (0.001)

Birth Year Fixed Effects ✓ ✓
Year of Immigration Fixed Effects ✓ ✓
Ethnicity Fixed Effects ✓ ✓
County Fixed Effects ✓ ✓
N 980,853 1,552,398
∗p < .1; ∗∗p < .05; ∗∗∗p < .01
Heteroskedastic robust standard errors in parentheses.

Does military service induce immigrant men to assimilate into white American society? If
so, how large were these effects? To begin, I first examine the effect of war service and assimi-
lation using OLS in Table 1. Across both native-born intermarriage as well as naturalization, I
find strong evidence suggesting thatmilitary veterans weremore likely to assimilate into Amer-
ican society relative to non-veterans. Starting with Column 1, which displays the coefficient on
marriage–a proxy for social assimilation, I find thatWWI veterans are approximately 15%more
likely to marry someone who is native-born. Substantively, this translates to an aggregate effect
of generating almost 1.2 million more marriages with native-born women. Moving to Column
2, which displays the coefficient on naturalization–a proxy for political assimilation, I find that
WWI veterans are approximately 26% more likely to become naturalized citizens relative to
non-veterans. In substantive terms, this estimate suggests an aggregate effect of generating 2
millionmore naturalized citizens. Thus, these results suggest that military service duringWWI
seemed to have been a powerful assimilating agent during this time period.

To ensure that these results are not the product of a statistical artifact or dependent on the
assumption that there are no unobserved confounders, I employ a number of robustness checks.
First, I show that the results are robust to estimation strategy by using matching estimation via
exactmatching, coarsened exactmatching (Iacus, King, and Porro 2012), and sub-classification.
Next, I also show that the results are robust to choice of control variables. Finally and perhaps
most importantly, I also show that the results are robust to the key identifying assumption in
this empirical strategy–that WWI service is plausibly exogenous conditional on ethnic group,
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Figure 4: Heterogeneous Effects by Ethnicity
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birth year, year of immigration, and county fixed effects. Details on these robustness checks
can be found in the Supplementary Appendix.

Which types of immigrants seemed to benefit most from military service? To investigate
this natural question, I repeat the same analysis separately by ethnic group. Figure 4 displays
the results where the x-axis represents the estimated coefficient on military service, the y-axis
groups the coefficients by outcome, and the points represent the estimated coefficients by ethnic
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group. From this, an interesting pattern emerges. While all European groups seem to have
the same returns to military service with respect to spouse nativity, the Italians and Eastern
Europeans seem to get the largest boost in naturalization in response to WWI service. These
results are consistent with the idea that the benefits to military service in terms of assimilation
are likely present among those groups who are less assimilated to begin with.

Identification Strategy 2: Instrumental Variables

Despite there being a draft for much of the United States’ involvement in the war, there were
still a great deal of individuals who chose to volunteer for the war effort. Since there was still
an element of choice into whether men decided to join, this could induce bias if the individu-
als who chose to join were systematically different than men who did not volunteer. A simple
regression of proxies for cultural assimilation on military service could just pick up on immi-
grant, men who already were more inclined to assimilate in the first place since they chose to
risk their life for theUnited States. As a result, any estimates would pick up latent, unobservable
characteristics about thesemen and not necessarily the counter-factual effect of what thesemen
would have done had they not served. Though the above results do not seem to be sensitive to
this assumption, nevertheless I pursue an alternate empirical strategy: instrumental variables.

To facilitate causal inferences, I focus on a specific type of variation in military service that
is largely exogenous with respect to the aforementioned factors: the interaction of an individ-
uals birth cohort/age with features of the draft system and general physical suitability for war
service. President Woodrow Wilson only reluctantly entered the U.S. into the conflict after the
escalation of unrestricted submarine warfare by the Germans in addition to the revelation of
the Zimmerman Telegram in which the German Foreign Ambassador attempted to create an
alliance between Germany and Mexico. These events essentially forced Wilson’s hand leading
the exact timing of the U.S.’s entry into the war to be exogenous. Building on Campante and
Yanagizawa-Drott (2015), I utilize an idiosyncratic feature of cohort variation in war service
brought on by the imposition of a draft and the fact that most males tend to be in their prime
physical shape in their 20s. Figure 5 plots the probability that an immigrant, male served as a
veteran by the year of birth. Two clear patterns emerges: (1) there is a marked symmetry cen-
tered around individuals born in 1896 (those who were 21 during the midpoint of the war) and
(2) that this likelihood of war service peaks for those individuals born in 1896 who were thus
21 years old during the midpoint of WWI. I exploit this unique feature of war mobilization–the
symmetry around the peak service likelihood at the age of 21–as a plausibly exogenous encour-
agement into war service (Campante and Yanagizawa-Drott 2015). Concretely, this intuition
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Figure 5: Likelihood of WWI Service among Immigrant, Males by Birth Cohort
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can be captured by taking the absolute value of an individual’s birth year from 1896–the co-
hort who would have been twenty-one during the war. The use of the absolute value from 1896
ensures that I am not simply capturing the fact that older men might be more or less likely to
serve; rather, nineteen and twenty-three year olds during the war are “encouraged” exactly the
same. Because of both the timing of the war with respect to an individual’s age, one can use
this plausibly exogenous variation as an instrumental variable.

Table 2: First-Stage Relationship between Distance to 21 and WWI Veteran Status

WWI Veteran
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Distance to 21 during War −0.013∗∗∗ −0.029∗∗∗ −0.027∗∗∗ −0.027∗∗∗ −0.027∗∗∗
(0.001) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.002)

Birth Year Quadratic ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Ethnicity Fixed Effects ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
State Fixed Effects ✓
County Fixed Effects ✓ ✓
Year of Immigration Fixed Effects ✓
N 948,461 948,461 948,461 948,461 948,461
Adjusted R2 0.047 0.056 0.059 0.064 0.073
∗p < .1; ∗∗p < .05; ∗∗∗p < .01
Standard errrors clustered by birth year in parentheses.

The validity of this design also depends on several other assumptions–some that can be
tested and others that cannot (Angrist and Pischke 2009). First, the instrument must be rele-
vant in that it has a non-zero causal effect on war service. Given the exogeneity of the instru-
ment, one can test this assumption by examining the first-stage relationship using Ordinary
Least Squares (OLS). Table 2 shows that there is a strong and statistically significant relation-
ship between an immigrant’s distance to being 21 during the war and his likelihood of serving
in WWI. On average, an additional year of being closer to 21 during the war increases an in-
dividual’s propensity to serve in the war by approximately one percent. Given that the average
mobilization rate nationally was around eight percent, this is substantively quite large. Addi-
tionally, these results are robust across a wide array of specifications including specifications
with state by birth cohort trends and even county by birth cohort trends. The coefficient on the
instrument remains virtually unchanged across all of these specifications yielding strong evi-
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dence consistent with the exogeneity assumption stemming from the timing of the war (Altonji,
Elder, and Taber 2005).

Next, this design must also satisfy the Stable Unit Treatment Value Assumption (SUTVA).
This assumption states that there can be no interference among units and that war service is
comparable across individuals. Since birth years are largely independent of other units, this
context likely satisfies SUTVA. Moreover, the instrumental variables design must also satisfy
a monotonicity assumption in that being closer to turning 21 should not induce individuals to
become less likely to serve in the war. The main threat to this assumption would come from
the possibility of draft dodging. At least according to the historical literature, there seems to be
very little evidence that this practice was prevalent suggesting that it is also likely the case that
this setting satisfies monotonicity. Finally, the validity of this design hinges on an exclusion
restriction whereby distance to being 21 during the middle of the war can only affect cultural
assimilation through military service. A threat to this assumption would occur if there were
some other life event that happens as individuals get closer to 21 during the middle of WWI.
The only other major political change that could happen is becoming eligible to vote. Given the
historical context, there is little evidence to support the notion that becoming eligible to vote
in elections should lead to cultural assimilation. The 1918 election was not a major presidential
election and cultural assimilation was not an election issue at the time. Another potential viola-
tion could come from labor market experiences. Again for this to violate the exclusion restric-
tion, any labor market induced assimilation must have been symmetric around 21. Since there
are no formal requirements to be 21 to work during that time, this channel does not seem to
significantly threaten this design. Importantly, I use a placebo test and bias-correction method
to more directly address the plausibility of this assumption and its impact on the results. Thus,
the proposed instrument–distance to being 21 during the middle of the war in 1918–seemingly
satisfies these key assumptions needed for this design to recover the Local Average Treatment
Effect (LATE).

With these outcomes and identification strategy, I proceed to estimate regressions of the
following form using two-stage least squares (2SLS):

Veti,e,b,c,yr = π | BirthYr − 1896 |i,e,c,yr +ΓXi,b + ΛEe +ΘCc + ΩY ryr + ηi,e,b,c,yr (2)

Yi,e,b,c,yr = βV̂eti,e,c,yr + ΓXi,b + ΛEe +ΘCc + ΩY ryr + ϵi,e,b,c,yr (3)
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Again, the coefficient β represents the LATE of Veti,e,c,yr on the aforementioned measures
of assimilation Y .

The coefficientπ represents the first-stage effect of | BirthYr−1896 |i,e,c,yr on the likelihood
that an immigrant served in World War I. Importantly, Table 2 shows that the instrument is
quite strong with the F-statistic well above the suggested value of 10 (Stock and Yogo 2005).
Moreover, the term Xi controls for birth year quadratically to capture any secular trends over
time.10 Again, I also include a series of ethnic group fixed effects ΛEe for Germans, Irish,
Italians, and Eastern Europeans such that all comparisons are made between individuals of
the same ethnic group. Next, I include fixed effects for counties ΘCc such that comparisons
are made between individuals living in the same county.11 I also include year of arrival fixed
effectsΩY ryr. I cluster standard errors at the birth cohort level though the inferences are robust
to using heteroskedastic robust standard errors as well. Finally, to help make the exogeneity
assumption more plausible, I also truncate the sample to males born between 1880 and 1913–
those individuals who would have had a significant likelihood of actually being moved to serve
by the instrument.12

Table 3: Effect of WWI Veteran Status on Cultural Assimilation: Two-Stage Least Squares

Spouse Native Naturalized
(1) (2)

WWI Veteran 0.069∗ 0.340∗∗∗
(0.038) (0.046)

Birth Year Quadratic ✓ ✓
Year of Immigration Fixed Effects ✓ ✓
Ethnicity Fixed Effects ✓ ✓
County Fixed Effects ✓ ✓
N 606,563 948,461
∗p < .1; ∗∗p < .05; ∗∗∗p < .01
Standard errrors clustered by birth year in parentheses.

10I cannot include birth year fixed effects because they are perfectly collinear with the instrument.
11One potential issue is that individuals could havemoved counties upon returning from the war, which would

induce post-treatment bias. The results are robust to using state fixed effects and not including any geographic unit
fixed effects.

12The results are robust to trimming cohorts on either side as well.
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Table 3 again shows strong support for the causal impact of WWI service on immigrant
assimilation. Both outcomes remain substantively significant, though the standard errors be-
come much larger due to clustering of outcomes at the birth cohort level. These results, again,
are robust to the inclusion of various fixed effects and to trimming cohorts who were younger
than 16 during WWI from the sample. In short, the instrumental variables results seem to
confirm the OLS results presented above.

One core assumption behind the validity of this empirical strategy is the exclusion restriction–
that distance to being born in 1896 only affects assimilation through military service. To help
guard against potential biases from violations of this assumption, it is important to conduct
placebo tests to check the validity of this core assumption. A good placebo in this case should
be of a similar type of sample to the main 2SLS sample, but differ in that it does not have ac-
cess to the treatment of interest–in this case, military service for the U.S. As such, I conduct a
placebo test using first-generation immigrants who observationally look identical to the main
IV sample, but happened to arrive to the U.S. after WWI ended in 1919. These individuals,
ostensibly, should not have access to becoming a veteran of the U.S. during WWI. If there were
to be an exclusion restriction violation, then the direct effect of distance to being born in 1896
among this placebo sample must be significantly different from zero. One can go even fur-
ther and take the estimated direct effect in the placebo sample and use it to subtract off and
“bias-correct” the main 2SLS estimates (Conley, Hansen, and Rossi 2012). This bias-corrected
estimate, then, represents the LATE of military service net of exclusion restriction violations.

Table 4: Effect ofWWIVeteran Status onCultural Assimilation: Two-Stage Least Squares (Bias-
Corrected Estimates)

Spouse Native Naturalized Spouse Native (Bias Corrected) Naturalized (Bias Corrected)
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Distance to 21 0.009∗∗∗ −0.004∗∗∗
(0.001) (0.001)

WWI Veteran 0.370∗∗∗ 0.192∗∗∗
(0.042) (0.047)

Birth Year Quadratic ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Year of Immigration Fixed Effects ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Ethnicity Fixed Effects ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
County Fixed Effects ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
N 123,010 269,314 606,563 948,461
∗p < .1; ∗∗p < .05; ∗∗∗p < .01
Standard errors clustered by birth year in parentheses.
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Table 4 shows the results of this sensitivity analysis. Column 1 of Table 4 indicates that, if
anything, exclusion restriction violations are inducing downward bias into the 2SLS estimates
since individuals closer to being born in 1896 in the placebo sample are actually less likely to
marry a native-born spouse. Column 3 of Table 4 uses this estimate to bias-correct the original
2SLS estimates again leaving the results to be stronger. Column 2 of Table 4 shows a slight
potential for an exclusion restriction violation that puts upward bias into the original 2SLS,
though the magnitude is quite small. Applying the bias-correction procedure in Column 4, the
results still remain robust to deviations from the exclusion restriction suggested by the placebo
test. In short, these results indicate that the results are insensitive to reasonable violations of
the exclusion restriction suggesting that there is indeed a causal effect of military service on
assimilation.

Results Discussion

To briefly summarize the results before discussing their wider implications, I find that on av-
erage immigrant veterans of WWI are substantially more likely to assimilate along social and
political dimensions relative to non-veterans. When breaking these findings down by ethnic
group, I find evidence suggesting that groups that were more discriminated against during the
time period under study seemed to react more strongly to the military service treatment with
respect to political assimilation. Results from a variety of sensitivity analyses provide consistent
evidence in support of a causal interpretation of the results.

These results speak to recent debates around the ways in which assimilation policies can
and cannot lead to national identity formation and cultural assimilation. In a paper looking at
the same time period, Fouka (2017) finds that forced assimilation in terms U.S. states banning
the use of the German language in instruction actually leads to less assimilation. While, on
face, these findings may run counter to the results in this paper, these discrepancies can be
explained through the intergenerational model used by Bisin and Verdier (2001). Because the
policy targeted children, parents increased their efforts at instilling their own social identities
which then counteracts the assimilation policy. Instead, in this paper, I show that a shock to the
parents themselves in the form of war service induces national identity formation and cultural
assimilation because this is a context in which the intergenerational dynamics are ostensibly
not in operation.

The results in this paper also potentially link to a parallel literature on the effects of exposure
to violence on pro-social behavior (Bauer et al. 2016). While violence and conflict are, of course,
deleterious to economic development (Miguel, Satyanath, and Sergenti 2004), a recent line
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of research shows that individuals who either participate or experience violence can develop
more pro-social attitudes and behaviors. Particularly in the developing context, scholars find
that either direct participation in or experience with violence increases political engagement
(Bellows and Miguel 2006; Blattman 2009; Bateson 2012), intra-group trust (Bauer et al. 2014),
and altruistic behavior (Voors et al. 2012; Gilligan, Pasquale, and Samii 2014). In the context
of this paper, immigrants’ collective experience of going to war with native soldiers might have
allowed for pro-social behaviors change to catalyze fundamental identity change (Cohen 2017).
While this study itself cannot isolate the contribution of these links to identity formation, this
does suggest the importance of future research in this area.

conclusion
How did immigrants become (white) Americans? In this paper, I advance a theory that empha-
sizes the central role of the state in shaping the cultural incorporation of marginalized groups
such as immigrants into a polity by changing immigrants’ values to be closer to the native-born
population’s; particularly, I argue and show that participation in mass warfare is an important
factor in moving individuals from the social periphery into the social core of a nation. Using
a variety of empirical strategies paired with individual-level, administrative data on millions
of immigrants from 1930 U.S. Census, I find that on average immigrant veterans were more
likely to marry natives and more likely to become naturalized citizens. When examining het-
erogeneity across ethnic groups, I also find that these effects seem to be concentrated among
newer immigrant groups such as Eastern Europeans and Italians and less so among the Irish
and Germans in terms of political assimilation. Results from sensitivity analyses for some of
the key OLS and IV identifying assumptions lend further support for a causal interpretation.
In short, the results indicate a key role for the state in not only forging intergroup cohesion
(Samii 2013), but also fundamentally changing social identities.

In general, the theory and results provide further evidence of the powerful force of mass
warfare in the creation of political order, democracy, and equality (Tilly 1990; Scheve and
Stasavage 2012; Ferejohn and Rosenbluth 2016; Scheidel 2017). While the vast majority of stud-
ies in this tradition emphasize the role that warfare has on our political institutions, I provide
a novel theory in which warfare can fundamentally reshape our social identities. This idea is
related to the broader notion that mass mobilization can change the ideological context of a
nation. For example, Klinkner and Smith (1999) recount how World War II shifted ideas about
the compatibility of democracy and the Jim Crow system of racial discrimination in the United
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States. Moreover, Mazumder (2017) shows that mass warfare in the United States also con-
tributed to gender equality especially by reshaping women’s political and social views. While
these studies tend to highlight the broader ideological changes that come with mass warfare,
this paper highlights the incredibly personal way in which participation in mass warfare can
reshape who we are.

This paper also has important implications for contemporary debates about the way in
which liberal societies can incorporate immigrants. Though scholars have convincingly shown
that immigrants face a massive degree of discrimination, we know much less about the fac-
tors that can help to incorporate immigrants (Hopkins 2010; Newman 2012; Fouka 2016, 2017;
Fouka, Mazumder, and Tabellini 2018). Several recent studies show that the state can play an
important role in facilitating immigrant incorporation. For example, Hainmueller, Hangart-
ner, and Pietrantuono (2015, 2017) show that providing citizenship to immigrants increases
their assimilation into society across political and social dimensions. At the same time, Hain-
mueller and Hangartner (2013) show that natives preferences over these immigrants play a
strong role in determining which immigrants natives are willing to accept into their society.
There are many factors that influence both an immigrant’s willingness to assimilate and na-
tives’ willingness to accept an immigrant that shape the decision to naturalize. Instead, I show
that participation in mass warfare can jointly affect both channels. Work by Mazumder (2018a)
shows that the rise of mass schooling had a limited role to play in shaping cultural assimilation
in American history–an important finding to note given the extensive literature on the central
role of mass education in shaping national identity. This suggests that future work should seek
to better understand the conditions under which different types of state policies can success-
fully shift either immigrant or native values.

On a much broader note, this study, when viewed alongside the wider literature on the re-
lationship between warfare and egalitarianism, raises a number of thorny normative questions.
Are the status-leveling features ofmass warfare compatible with the principles of liberal democ-
racy especially when considering the mass violence and destruction associated with warfare?
If warfare does actually lead to prodigious societal progress, what are the prospects for main-
taining equality and reducing new inequalities in an age where nations no longer engage in
mass warfare for normative and technological reasons? Obviously, there are no easy answers
for these questions, but in an age where discrimination and inequality are now again on the
rise, we must grapple with this irony of social progress.
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appendix: dataset codebook and construction
• Dependent Variables:

– Spouse Native Born
* IPUMS constructs additional variables on spouses based on information

collected on spousal relationships in the 1930 U.S. Census for those who
were listed as married. From this, I use the variable nativitysp which
has information on whether the spouse was foreign-born, native-born,
native-born but with one parent foreign, and native-born but with both
parents foreign. Using this, I create a binary indicator for whether an
individual’s spouse was native-born (nativitysp = 5).

– Naturalized Citizen
* Given the importance of immigration at the time, the census collected

information regarding citizenship status on all enumerated foreign-born
residents. This variable citizen provides information on whether the
individual was a naturalized citizen, filed citizenship petitions (first pa-
pers), or none of the above. I create a binary indicator for naturalized
citizens based on citizen = 2.

– Petitioned for Citizenship
* From the citizen variable, I also create a binary indicator for whether an

individual filed his/her petition for citizenship (citizen = 4).
– American Name Index (ANI)

* I compute the ANI variable as follows:

ANIi,b,s =

∑
j∈nativeb,s 1(Namei,b,s = Namej,b,s)

max(S1,b,s, ..., SJ,b,s)

where

Si,b,s =
∑

j∈nativeb,s

1(Namei,b,s = Namej,b,s)

I use data from the restricted 1930 Census files available on the NBER
Server to get a list of names for native born individuals. I thenpre-process
this list to drop names that are below a certain threshold of popularity
(at least 0.11% percent of other individuals must also have that name)
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to ensure that I only keep names that have been transcribed correctly.
Then, I aggregate by the name separately by gender and birth cohort to
create counts of native names stratified by gender and birth year. Then
to calculate the numerator of theANI , I compute the number of natives
who share the same name as a given individual in my dataset for a given
gender and birth year. Finally, I standardize this measure by the most
popular name within that birth year and gender cell to ensure that results
are comparable across individuals. to compute this measure for children
of individuals, I repeat this same process individually for each child and
take the arithmetic mean across all children of a given individual. Given
the skewed distribution of this measure, I transform it using log(ANI+
0.01).

– Labor Force Participation
* The variable labforce contains information on labor force participation

status. From this variable, I create a binary indicator of whether the indi-
vidual was counted as in the labor force based on whether labforce = 2
and 0 otherwise. There were also cases in which this information was
missing (labforce = 0) leadingme to code those individuals’ labor force
status as NA.

– Log(Occupation Score)
* To compute the Log of an individual’s occupation score, I simply take

the log(occscore+1) transformation of the occscore variable. This vari-
able measures a proxy for income by assigning individuals an occupation
score based on the average income of those who hold that occupation in
1950.

– Professional Occupation
* The variable occ1950 contains information on the nature of an individ-

ual’s occupation if he or she was in the labor force. Using the coding
scheme from IPUMS, I classify workers as being in professional occupa-
tions based on a 1950 basis if their code was between 0 and 99.

– Sales Occupation
* The variable occ1950 contains information on the nature of an individ-

ual’s occupation if he or she was in the labor force. Using the coding
scheme from IPUMS, I classify workers as being in sales occupations
based on a 1950 basis if their code was between 400 and 490.

– Laborer Occupation

https://usa.ipums.org/usa-action/variables/OCC1950#codes_section
https://usa.ipums.org/usa-action/variables/OCC1950#codes_section
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* The variable occ1950 contains information on the nature of an individ-
ual’s occupation if he or she was in the labor force. Using the coding
scheme from IPUMS, I classify workers as being in sales occupations
based on a 1950 basis if their codewas between 910 and 979. This variable
is distinct from being a farm laborer.

• Independent Variables

– WWI Veteran (Endogenous Variable)
* The variable vet1930 contains information on veteran status and the con-

flict in which the individual-served if he was a veteran. From this vari-
able, I create a binary indicator of whether the individual served in WWI
based on if vet1930 = 1 and 0 otherwise.

– Birth Year
* Birth year comes from the birthyr variable in the census.

– Distance to 21 during Midpoint of War (Instrument)
* To calculate the instrument, I simply take the absolute value of the differ-

ence between being born in 1896 (the point at which an individual would
be 21 during the war) and one’s birth year.

– Ethnic Group Fixed Effects
* The 1930 U.S. collected information on an individual’s birth country as

well as his/her parent’s country. Using the bpl,mbpl, and fbpl variables, I
construct indicators forwhether an individual has explicit German, Irish,
Italian, Polish, or Russian Heritage based on either being born in one of
these countries or having at least one parent born in one of these coun-
tries.

– County Fixed Effects
* I create indicators for county fixed effects by concatenating the statefips

variable with the county variable in IPUMS. These produce county FIPS
codes.

– State Fixed Effects
* I create indicators for state fixed effects using the statefips variable.

https://usa.ipums.org/usa-action/variables/OCC1950#codes_section
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appendix: the naturalization process
The naturalization process governing immigrants between 1906-1952 followed the below
steps:

1. After residing in the United States for at least two years, an immigrant could then
file his or her declaration of intent to naturalize. These are commonly referred to
as “first papers” or petitions for citizenship.

2. After an addition two to seven years, an immigrant who has filed his/her “first pa-
pers” becomes eligible to file for naturalization. This process required an immigrant
to present affidavits from two witnesses who could speak to the immigrant’s resi-
dence and his/her moral character.

3. Upon receiving the affidavits, the immigrant’s district court solicited an investiga-
tion by the Bureau of Immigration and Naturalization Services (INS).

4. Finally, the district judge makes a decision based on INS’s recommendations to
either grant or reject citizenship to the petitioning immigrant.

There were also a number of exemptions particularly for immigrants who served in
WWI. Particularly, immigrants who fought inWWI had the declaration of intent require-
ment waived for them thus fast-tracking them toward citizenship if they wished.
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appendix: the draft and its operation
Instituted under the Selective Service Act of 1917, the “draft”was the second time inAmer-
ican history in which theUnited States government conscriptedmen to fight in a war with
the other being the U.S. Civil War. The U.S. government administered the draft through
a largely federalized system whereby local and district draft boards registered and admin-
istrated the selection of draftees who would go onto serve by lottery. While the draft did
not apply to first-generation residents who had not filed their declarations of intent for
citizenship (first papers), first-generation immigrants volunteered in large numbers.

During the war, there were three major registration drives. The first occurred on June
5th, 1917, which required all men between the ages of 21 to 30 to register. The next drive
occurred on June 5th of the following year for all men who turned 21 following June 5th of
1917. In between the second and third draft lotteries, the Selective Service Act of 1917 was
challenged and upheld as constitutional. Following this decision, the United States a final
lottery on September 12th, 1918, which also expanded the age range to 18 to 45. Once the
war ended in 1919, the United States rapidly disbanded the draft registration boards and
officially ended the institution of the draft on July, 15th 1919. Table 5 details the exemption
requirements.
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Table 5: Draft Exemption Rules

Draft Class Category

I Liable tomilitary service in the order determined by the national drawing
II Temporary (dependency) discharge from draft; effective until Class I in

the jurisdiction of the same Local Board was exhausted; registrants with
both wife & children, or any father of,motherless children, where such
wife& childrenwere notmainly dependent upon the registrant’s labor for
support; also, registrants whose wives could support themselves through
employment

II Temporary (dependency) discharge fromdraft; effective until Classes I &
II in the jurisdiction of the same Local Board was exhausted; registrants
who were responsible forchildren not their own & who were dependent
on registrant’s labor for support; registrants who had aged, inform or
invalid parents or grandparents mainly dependent on registrants’ gov-
ernment employees

III Temporary (dependency) discharge from draft; effective until Classes I,
II & III in the jurisdiction of the same Local Board was exhausted; any
married registrantwhosewife or childrenweremainly dependent on reg-
istrant’s labor for support; also included mariners employed in sea ser-
vice

IV Exemption or discharge from draft; including: ordained ministers, stu-
dentswho onMay 18, 1917 had been prepared forministry in a recognized
theological or divinity school, persons in the military or naval service of
theUnited States (officers & enlistedmen), alien enemies, resident aliens,
persons found to be totally & permanently physically or mentally unfit
for military service, persons show to have been convicted of any crime
designated as treason or felony, or an “infamous” crime, licensed pilots
actually employed in the pursuit of his vocation

Table 6: Adapted from Anne Yoder, MILITARY CLASSIFICATIONS For Draftees:
http://www.swarthmore.edu/Library/peace/conscientiousobjection/
MilitaryClassifications.htm

http://www.swarthmore.edu/Library/peace/conscientiousobjection/MilitaryClassifications.htm
http://www.swarthmore.edu/Library/peace/conscientiousobjection/MilitaryClassifications.htm
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appendix: summary statistics, robustness checks, and
additional results
Summary Statistics

Table 7: Summary Statistics on Main Independent, Dependent, and Control Variables

Statistic N Mean St. Dev. Min Max

WWI Veteran 1,552,398 0.052 0.221 0 1
Spouse Native 980,853 0.292 0.455 0 1
Naturalized Citizen 1,552,398 0.591 0.492 0 1
Petitioned for Citizenship 1,552,398 0.127 0.333 0 1
Log(American Name Index) (Self) 1,552,398 −3.456 1.775 −4.605 0.010
Log(American Name Index) (Children) 1,552,398 −3.496 1.758 −4.605 0.010
American Name Index (Self) 1,552,398 0.160 0.299 0.000 1.000
American Name Index (Children) 1,552,398 0.154 0.295 0.000 1.000
Birth Year 1,552,398 1,886.010 15.876 1,821 1,930
Distance to 21 (Instrument) 1,552,398 14.890 11.408 0 75
Any Parent from Ireland 1,552,398 0.062 0.241 0 1
Any Parent from Italy 1,552,398 0.136 0.342 0 1
Any Parent from Eastern Europe 1,552,398 0.183 0.387 0 1
Any Parent from Germany 1,552,398 0.113 0.316 0 1
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Figure 6: Geographic Distribution of Immigrant Mobilization
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Figure 7: Average Differences in Raw Data: Native-Born Spouse
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Figure 8: Average Differences in Raw Data: Naturalization
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Figure 9: Estimated Effects using Various Matching Techniques
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OLS Just County Fixed Effects

Table 8: Effect ofWWIVeteran Status on Cultural Assimilation: Two-Stage Least Squares

Spouse Native Naturalized
(1) (2)

WWI Veteran 0.158∗∗∗ 0.300∗∗∗
(0.002) (0.001)

Birth Year ✓ ✓
Ethnicity Fixed Effects ✓ ✓
County Fixed Effects ✓ ✓
N 980,853 1,552,398
∗p < .1; ∗∗p < .05; ∗∗∗p < .01
Heteroskedastic robust standard errors in parentheses.
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OLS Just County and Year of Immigration Fixed Effects

Table 9: Effect ofWWIVeteran Status on Cultural Assimilation: Two-Stage Least Squares

Spouse Native Naturalized
(1) (2)

WWI Veteran 0.231∗∗∗ 0.272∗∗∗
(0.002) (0.001)

Birth Year Linear ✓ ✓
Year of Immigration Fixed Effects ✓ ✓
Ethnicity Fixed Effects ✓ ✓
County Fixed Effects ✓ ✓
N 980,853 1,552,398
∗p < .1; ∗∗p < .05; ∗∗∗p < .01
Heteroskedastic robust standard errors in parentheses.
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OLS Just County and Birth Cohort Fixed Effects

Table 10: Effect ofWWIVeteran Status onCultural Assimilation: Two-Stage Least Squares

Spouse Native Naturalized
(1) (2)

WWI Veteran 0.174∗∗∗ 0.302∗∗∗
(0.002) (0.002)

Birth Year Fixed Effects ✓ ✓
Ethnicity Fixed Effects ✓ ✓
County Fixed Effects ✓ ✓
N 980,853 1,552,398
∗p < .1; ∗∗p < .05; ∗∗∗p < .01
Heteroskedastic robust standard errors in parentheses.
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Figure 11: Raw Binned First-Stage Relationship between Distance to Cohort Service Peak
and Probability of being a Veteran
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Figure 12: Raw Binned First-Stage Relationship between Distance to Cohort Service Peak
and Probability of being a Veteran by Ethnic Group
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Robustness of First-Stage Results to Differential Birth Cohort Trends

Table 11: First-Stage Relationship between Distance to 21 and WWI Veteran Status: Ro-
bustness to Birth Cohort Trends

WWI Veteran
(1) (2)

Distance to 21 during War −0.027∗∗∗ −0.027∗∗∗
(0.002) (0.002)

Birth Year Quadratic ✓ ✓
Ethnicity Fixed Effects ✓ ✓
State Fixed Effects ✓
County Fixed Effects ✓
State by Birth Year Trends ✓
County by Birth Year Trends ✓
Year of Immigration Fixed Effects ✓ ✓
N 94,846 94,846
Adjusted R2 0.070 0.068
∗p < .1; ∗∗p < .05; ∗∗∗p < .01
Standard errors clustered by birth year in parentheses.
Random 10 pct. sample to speed up computation speed.
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Reduced Form Results

Table 12: Reduced FormEffect of Distance toMidpoint ofWWI onCultural Assimilation:
Ordinary Least Squares

Spouse Native Naturalized
(1) (2)

WWI Veteran −0.002∗ −0.009∗∗∗
(0.001) (0.001)

Birth Year Quadratic ✓ ✓
Year of Immigration Fixed Effects ✓ ✓
Ethnicity Fixed Effects ✓ ✓
County Fixed Effects ✓ ✓
N 606,563 948,461
∗p < .1; ∗∗p < .05; ∗∗∗p < .01
Standard errrors clustered by birth year in parentheses.
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Robustness of IV Results to Trimming Sample

Table 13: Effect ofWWIVeteran Status onCultural Assimilation: Two-Stage Least Squares
(Robustness to Trimming Younger Cohorts)

Spouse Native Naturalized
(1) (2)

WWI Veteran 0.074∗∗ 0.309∗∗∗
(0.036) (0.054)

Birth Year Quadratic ✓ ✓
Year of Immigration Fixed Effects ✓ ✓
Ethnicity Fixed Effects ✓ ✓
County Fixed Effects ✓ ✓
N 592,581 847,025
∗p < .1; ∗∗p < .05; ∗∗∗p < .01
Standard errrors clustered by birth year in parentheses.

Heterogeneous Effects by Ethnic Group: OLS Regression Results
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Table 14: Effect of WWI Veteran Status on Cultural Assimilation: OLS (Irish)

Spouse Native Naturalized
(1) (2)

WWI Veteran 0.121∗∗∗ 0.128∗∗∗
(0.009) (0.005)

Birth Year Fixed Effects ✓ ✓
Year of Immigration Fixed Effects ✓ ✓
Ethnicity Fixed Effects ✓ ✓
County Fixed Effects ✓ ✓
N 52,726 96,156
∗p < .1; ∗∗p < .05; ∗∗∗p < .01
Heteroskedastic robust standard errors in parentheses.

Table 15: Effect of WWI Veteran Status on Cultural Assimilation: OLS (Italians)

Spouse Native Naturalized
(1) (2)

WWI Veteran 0.078∗∗∗ 0.278∗∗∗
(0.005) (0.003)

Birth Year Fixed Effects ✓ ✓
Year of Immigration Fixed Effects ✓ ✓
Ethnicity Fixed Effects ✓ ✓
County Fixed Effects ✓ ✓
N 147,074 210,673
∗p < .1; ∗∗p < .05; ∗∗∗p < .01
Heteroskedastic robust standard errors in parentheses.
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Table 16: Effect ofWWIVeteran Status onCultural Assimilation: OLS (Eastern European)

Spouse Native Naturalized
(1) (2)

WWI Veteran 0.145∗∗∗ 0.246∗∗∗
(0.005) (0.003)

Birth Year Fixed Effects ✓ ✓
Year of Immigration Fixed Effects ✓ ✓
Ethnicity Fixed Effects ✓ ✓
County Fixed Effects ✓ ✓
N 204,940 283,954
∗p < .1; ∗∗p < .05; ∗∗∗p < .01
Heteroskedastic robust standard errors in parentheses.

Table 17: Effect of WWI Veteran Status on Cultural Assimilation: OLS (Germans)

Spouse Native Naturalized
(1) (2)

WWI Veteran 0.080∗∗∗ 0.100∗∗∗
(0.007) (0.005)

Birth Year Fixed Effects ✓ ✓
Year of Immigration Fixed Effects ✓ ✓
Ethnicity Fixed Effects ✓ ✓
County Fixed Effects ✓ ✓
N 112,321 175,192
∗p < .1; ∗∗p < .05; ∗∗∗p < .01
Heteroskedastic robust standard errors in parentheses.
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